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Abstract. The performance perspective of business processes is con-
cerned with the definition of performance requirements usually specified
as a set of Process Performance Indicators (PPIs). Like other business
process perspectives such as control-flow or data, there are cases in which
PPIs are subject to variability. However, although the modelling of busi-
ness process variability (BPV) has evolved significantly, there are very
few contributions addressing the variability in the performance perspec-
tive of business processes. Modelling PPI variants with tools and tech-
niques non-suitable for variability may generate redundant models, thus
making it difficult its maintenance and future adaptations, also increas-
ing possibility of errors in its managing. In this paper we present different
cases of PPI variability detected as result of the analysis of several pro-
cesses where BPV is present. Based on an existent metamodel used for
defining PPIs over BPs, we propose its formal extension that allows the
definition of PPI variability according to the cases identified.

Key words: business process variability, process performance indica-
tors, variability in PPIs

1 Introduction

A business process (BP) may vary according to its specific context [1, 2], due to
changes in original process requirements [3], by the evolution of its environment
of application [4], to reflect new allocation of responsibilities, new strategic and
business goals, or by changes in general inputs of the BP [5]. The modelling of
business process variability (BPV) focuses on identifying variable and invariable
parts of a BP (e.g., its control-flow, data or resources) with the aim of managing
different versions of the same process together [6, 7, 8]. Managing BPV promotes
reuse and reduce maintenance efforts and costs of change in BPs [9, 10].

The performance perspective of BPs is concerned with the definition of per-
formance requirements, usually as a set of Process Performance Indicators (PPIs)
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that address different dimensions like time, cost and quality [11]. PPIs provide
valuable insights about the performance of processes and organizations, facili-
tate decision-making tasks and identify possible improvement areas [12]. Their
management is part of the whole BP lifecycle, from the design and definition
of PPIs together with BPs, to the configuration and implementation of both of
them, the monitoring of PPIs after execution phase during which PPI values
were gathered, and finally the evaluation of the values obtained [12].

Consequently, like other BP perspectives such as control-flow or data, there
are cases in which PPIs are subject to variability. This variability can be related
to variations that take place in other perspectives (e.g., if an activity measured by
a PPI does not appear in a certain variant), but it can also be related to variations
in PPIs themselves regardless of the other perspectives (e.g., the target value for a
PPI in an incident management process may change depending on the criticality
of the incident without this involving any changes in the control-flow).

Unfortunately, as far as we are concerned, there are no studies that deal with
the modeling of variability in the performance perspective of BPs. This is unde-
sirable because, like with other BP perspectives, the definition and modification
of PPI variants can be a repetitive, laborious and error-prone task. In contrast,
having an explicit model of the variability of PPIs together with the other per-
spectives of the BP helps to guarantee consistency and correctness across PPI
variants and can reduce maintenance efforts and costs of change.

In this paper we analyse how variability affects the performance perspective
of BPs from the definition of PPIs. To this end, processes to manage incidents in
the Andalusian Health Service (SAS) and SCOR processes have been analysed to
identify how PPIs change depending on the variability in the BP and by changes
in the requirements for specifying its own attributes. As a result, we come up
with several dimensions in which PPIs and their attributes (like measure defini-
tions) can vary. Based on this analysis, we extend the PPINOT Metamodel [12],
a metamodel for the definition of PPIs over BPs, to model the variability on
PPIs together with the other perspectives of the BP. Furthermore, we define the
syntactic validity of this variable PPIs model and we formalize how to obtain
the PPI model for each business process variant (PV).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces
background information about variability in BPs and PPIs. The motivating sce-
nario of this approach is presented in Section 3. Section 4 identifies dimensions
of change to explain how variability affects PPI definitions, and those are re-
lated to a real case in Section 5. Section 6 shows the PPINOT Metamodel and
its extension to manage variability in PPIs. Finally, Section 7 draws conclusions
and outlines our future work.

2 Related Work

This paper addresses three main areas: (i) the variability in business processes,
(ii) PPIs, and (iii) the variability in performance indicators. Below we describe
related work on those areas.
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2.1 Variability in Business Process

Business processes may exist as a collection of different variants [9, 13, 14] that
share a common base structure and some strategic and business goals. When
this variability is not explicitly managed, each variation in the process is mod-
elled as an independent process of each other. This ensures the representation
of all information, but depending on the amount of PVs to be defined, a long
amount of models could be generated, introducing redundancy and making fu-
ture adaptations difficult. The lack of control over these multiple PVs usually
causes each variant takes more time to be designed, configured and modified. It
also may introduce errors from the definition of variants to the evaluation of its
performance [2, 6].

To solve this issue, many approaches to manage the variability in BPs have
been proposed. Most of them focus on the design and analysis phase of the
BP lifecycle [4], wherein new Business Process Modeling Languages (BPML) or
expansion for existing ones are proposed. These languages are aimed at avoiding
redundancy through reuse of some parts of BP flow, identifying common parts of
the flow and modeling a BP block only once [15]. This favors reducing duplicated
information, thus decreasing design-time and maintenance-time of models [16].
Provop [1, 17], C-EPC [18], C-iEPC [8] and BPFM [14] are some examples of
proposals for managing variability.

Although, most related work about BPV is focused on variability of control-
flow [1, 17, 19], there are proposals that address variability in data or resources
[19, 8]. However, as far as we are concerned, there are no studies on the variability
in the performance perspective of BPs.

2.2 Process Performance Indicators (PPIs)

A Process Performance Indicator (PPI) can be defined as a quantifiable metric
focused on evaluating the performance of a BP in terms of efficiency and effec-
tiveness. They are measured directly by data generated within the process flow
and are used for process controlling and continuous optimization [20]. These
PPIs are managed together with the BP lifecycle [12]. In design and analysis
phase, PPIs are modelled together with the BP. During the configuration phase,
the instrumentation of the processes that are necessary to take the measures
must be defined. During BP enactment, PPIs should be monitored taking into
account the PPI values obtained from execution data. Finally, during the eval-
uation, monitoring information obtained in the enactment phase will help to
identify correlations and predict future behaviors.

Different approaches have been proposed for measuring the performance of
BPs using PPIs. Some of them include domain-specific languages, metamodels,
rules, techniques and notations, to address different phases in the PPI lifecycle.
MetricM [21] and PPINOT [12] are examples of these approaches.

Regardless of the notation used, a PPI is defined by means of a set of
attributes that specifies relevant aspects to establish what and how to mea-
sure [12, 22]. The most relevant and recurrent attributes, besides the attributes
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required to identify the PPI (name, id, description, etc.) are: a Process in which
the PPI is defined, a set of Goals indicating the relevance of the PPI, a Measure
definition that specifies how to calculate the PPI, Target values to be reached
indicating the consecution of the previously defined goals, the Scope that is used
to define the subset of instances to be considered to calculate the PPI value,
and the human resources involved.

2.3 Variability in performance indicators

As far as we know, there are no approaches addressing the variability of PPIs.
However, in [23] some concepts about variability and indicators are treated. , In
this paper the variability is managed using design patterns (composite pattern),
defining entities to gather goals, categories, indicators for individual, units for
sets of indicators or single indicators, associated to different persons o academical
units. The model proposed is based on [24], where each entity is modeled by
decorator patterns, to add many features and functions dynamically.

However, unlike in our proposal, the authors do not deal with the traceability
between PPIs and BPs and how they can vary together. In addition, they do
not detail how the variability model is configured for a specific variant. Finally,
the variability in KPIs are described just at a high level of abstraction and it is
hardly applicable in different scenarios.

3 Motivating Scenario

The Supply Chain Operation Reference model (SCOR) [25] is a process refer-
ence model for supply chain management. It enables users to address, improve,
and communicate supply chain management practices within and between all
interested parties in the enterprise. We focus on two elements of its structure:
processes and measure definitions (called metrics in SCOR).

SCOR processes identify a set of unique activities within a supply chain.
These activities are described at a high level of abstraction because implemen-
tation of processes requires internal and specific definitions of activities of each
organization, which are out of the scope of SCOR. SCOR measure definitions
are defined as a standard for measuring the process performance.

Due to its structure and the definition of its components, SCOR processes
have variability. Deliver process (D), for instance, is defined as the processes asso-
ciated with performing customer-facing order management and order fulfillment
activities. It can be implemented in four different ways depending on the selected
strategy: D1-Stocked Product, D2-Make to Order Product, D3-Engineering to
Order Product and D4-Retail Product. Each of them is a PV of Deliver. An
excerpt of those PVs are shown in Figure 1. They have a set of common tasks
among them, but also have differences depending on the strategy selected. PV-2
varies in 13% with regard to activities defined for PV-1 (PV-1 has 15 activities),
PV-3 and PV-4 differ in 33% and 100% respectively. For simplicity, we only focus
on the three first PVs, because D-4 is totally different from the other PVs.
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Fig. 1. Four variants of Deliver Process

Variability is also reflected in SCOR through its measure definitions, due (i)
to their dependence on the BP flow in which they are defined or (ii) by specific
requirements of the measures defined for each variant. Measures like RS.3.120
Schedule Installation Cycle Time reflect the first case. The measure is defined
only in a PV, because it is connected to the task D3.4 Schedule Installation
that only appears in PV-3. The second case is manifested in measures that vary
regarding the required components to calculate its value. For example, in PV-1
and PV-2 the RS.2.1 Source Cycle Time measure requires 5 different time values
from 5 process tasks, while in PV-3 this measure requires 7 different time values.

Currently, although there are BPMLs that allow us to model BPV, there
do not exist tools and techniques to model variability in PPIs. In SCOR, for
example, Deliver process defines 100, 96 and 96 measures for PV-1, PV-2 and
PV-3 respectively, and almost half of them are repeated for all or some PVs. If
we want to model them, it would be necessary to model independently the PPIs
of each variant, making it a laborious and time-consuming task. Furthermore, if
in the future, a PPI changes, we must modify one by one each variant involved,
which does not ensure the PPI integrity through all variants, because we could
forget to make some changes. If these errors are not detected, they may be carried
throughout the whole lifecycle process leading to new problems like monitoring
poorly defined PPIs and collecting inaccurate information that will be used in
decision-making, to name a few.

In summary, modeling the variability in PPIs brings similar advantages than
modeling the variability in the other perspectives of the BPs. Consequently, PPIs
should be defined by means of tools and techniques that allow us to represent
variability aspects in the BP performance perspective, taking into consideration
all dimensions that affect their variability.

4 Variability in definitions of PPIs

In order to identify variability in PPIs, we studied several BPV cases and
analysed differents model to represent PPIs. First, we modeled the SCOR pro-
cesses with their PVs. Then, we selected those with more similar activities in the
control-flow of their PVs: Deliver and Make. After, we modeled, compared and
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classified the measures defined for those PVs in the SCOR model. Finally, we
compare all PPI attributes among PVs, to identify cases of variation on PPIs.
Similar study was made for PPIs of the SAS processes. As a result, we identified
two dimensions of change in PPI definitions, namely:

Dim-1: A PPI varies depending on whether it is defined for all process variants
or not.

Dim-2: A PPI varies depending on attributes required to define it, which may
change depending on the variant in which it is defined.

Suppose a BP family that has more than one PV. If a PPI is defined for all
those PVs and all its attributes do not change, there is no variability. Instead,
if a PPI is defined in only one or some of its PVs, regardless of whether their
attributes change or not, we are representing the variability expressed by Dim-1.

In addition, a PPI, regardless of the behavior derived from Dim-1, may vary
depending on the changes applied over the value of one or more of its attributes.
In Section 2.2 we mentioned a set of attributes that conform a PPI, and here
we list some cases where the PPI variability is reflected, considering that a PPI
varies if at least one of the following attributes changes:

Target (T) changes when the target value to be reached changes. For example,
the Andalusian Health Service defines a PPI for measuring the percentage of
resolved incidents in a period of time and in which its target values depend on
the priority established for the measured service. If priority is very high, the
target value is very high (resolved incidents >= 95%); if priority is high, the
target value changes (resolved incidents >= 90%) and if priority is normal,
the target value also changes (resolved incidents >= 82,5%).

Scope (S) changes when the set of instances to be evaluated changes. For ex-
ample, if we have one PV that applies during weekdays and another one that
applies in weekends (e.g., due to limited availability of resources available on
weekends), we might define two variants of the same PPI, one that evaluates
instances that take place on weekdays, and another one that evaluates those
that take place on weekends.

Human resources (HR) may change by two attributes: responsible and in-
formed. For example, taking up the previous example, depending on the
priority of an incident, the person responsible for the PPI or the person in-
formed about its value might change, e.g., because high priority incidents
are resolved by a different team.

Measure definition (M) is through which a PPI is calculated. In this case,
there are two dimensions of change, one related to the measure definition
itself and another one related to the relationship with the BP:

Dim-2.M1: A measure definition maintains its structure, but may vary depend-
ing only on the business process elements to which it is connected.

Dim-2.M2: A measure definition changes its structure and may vary depending
on the requirements of the process variant.
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Dim-2.M1 might occur when a PPI is connected to a task that is not avail-
able for all PV where the PPI is defined, or because the definition requirements
change and the PPI is assigned to a different task depending on the PV where
the PPI is defined. An application example of Dim-2.M1 is the PPI defined
over the SCOR measure RS.3.51 - Load Product & Generate Shipping Documen-
tation Cycle Time, which is defined in the Deliver process over the task 11. In
PV-1 this PPI is computed over the task D1.11 Load Vehicle & Generate Ship-
ping Documents, but in PV-2 and PV-3 this task is not available (See Figure 1).
For this reason the same PPI is defined over an equivalent task, (D2.11, D3.11)
Load Product & Generate Shipping Docs.

Dim-2.M2 might occur when a PPI is defined in two PVs (or more) as the
sum of some measures, but in PV-1 needs to explicitly use a set of measures
that differs from the set of measures defined for PV-2. An example is the Source
Cylce Time measure definition described in Section 3.

5 PPI Variability in two case studies

Considering the dimensions of change introduced in Section 4, we have analysed
case studies to confirm that variability of PPIs is covered by the dimensions pro-
posed. Table 1 and Table 2 summarize and classify according to the dimensions
proposed, the variability of two SCOR processes (Deliver and Make) and on the
PPIs to manage incidents in the SAS processes, respectively.

Both tables include: a column indicating the Dimension of change; on its
right, the 7 mark and 3 mark indicate whether or not there is variability in that
dimension. Numbers under marks indicate sub-dimensions fulfilled in each case.
The next column describes the dimensions and the last one shows the number
of measures detected according each pair of possible dimensions.

For SCOR processes, six scenarios were identified: the first and the most com-
mon, indicates that there is no variability in 69 measures; in the following five,
variability is reflected in one dimension or in both. In the last case, variability is
reflected in Dim-2 by both sub-dimensions. In these processes, for Dim-2, only
sub-dimensions of measures are considered (M1, M2), because SCOR does not
specify attributes like target, scope or human resources, since these depend on
specific requirements of each organization.

Instead, in our second example the variability of other PPI attributes is
evidenced. Specifically, values of targets (T) or other attributes of the PPI change
frequently depending on the priority of the incident (very high, high or normal)
that is being handled by the process. Table 2 classifies those PPIs in accordance
with our dimensions of change.

6 Defining variability of PPIs in PPINOT

As mentioned in Section 2, there are no proposals that allow PPIs to be asso-
ciated with more than one PV or with various types of measures. To overcome
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Table 1. Classification of SCOR measures according to dimensions of change.

Dimension Description Total

Dim-1 7 - Measure is defined in all process variants
69

Dim-2 7 - Measure is defined in the same way in all process variants

Dim-1 7 - Measure is defined in all process variants
8

Dim-2 31 - Dim-2.M1: The PPI is connected to different BPElements

Dim-1 7 - Measure is defined in all process variants
4

Dim-2 32 - Dim-2.M2: The PPI is calculated using different values

Dim-1 3 - Measure is defined in some process variants
8

Dim-2 31 - Dim-2.M1: The PPI is connected to different BPElements

Dim-1 3 - Measure is defined in some process variants
24

Dim-2 7 - Measure is equal defined in all PV where the PPI appears

Dim-1 7 - Measure is defined in all process variants
7

Dim-2 3 - Dim-2.M1, Dim-2.M2: The PPI is connected to different BP
Elements and is calculated using different values

Total of measures 120

Table 2. Classification of SAS PPIs according to dimensions of change.

Dimension Description Total

Dim-1 7 - Does not vary with regard to the PV.
9

Dim-2 7 - (Dim-2.T) Target does not vary

Dim-1 7 - Does not vary with regard to the PV.
8

Dim-2 3 - (Dim-2.T) Target varies depending on the priority value.

Dim-1 7 - Does not vary with regard to the PV.
1

Dim-2 3o - (Dim-2.T) Target does not vary. Other attributes vary (priority)

Total of PPIs 18

this problem, following the same approach that has been followed in other pro-
posals focused on control-flow such as C-EPC, one can extend an existing model
to define PPIs in order to support the dimensions of change identified in the
previous section. In this paper, we extend the PPINOT Metamodel2, which is a
metamodel for the definition of PPIs first introduced in [12]. However, the same
ideas can be applied to any other PPI metamodel.

Before introducing our proposal, we define and present a formal definition
for the original PPINOT Metamodel. Next, on the base of those definitions, we
built a set of definitions that introduces the dimensions of change (Section 4).

6.1 The PPINOT Metamodel

PPINOT has been developed on the basis of the PPINOT Metamodel [12], which
is depicted in Figure 2. The metamodel allows the definition of a performance
model composed of a set of PPIs. A PPI is linked with a measure definition

2 More details available at http://www.isa.us.es/ppinot/
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Fig. 2. Excerpt of the PPINOT Metamodel

Fig. 3. Description of PPINOT elements

and the list of attributes described in Section 2.2 can be specified for each PPI.
PPINOT allows the definition of a wide variety of measures, namely: base mea-
sures, which represent a single-instance measure that measures values of time,
count, conditions or data; aggregated measures, which are defined by aggregating
one of the base measures that measures several process instances; and derived
measures, which represent either a single-instance or a multi-instance measure
whose value is obtained by calculating a mathematical function over other mea-
sures. The traceability with a BP model is kept by means of conditions that
link measures with the elements of a BP (i.e., activities, events, data objects).
Figure 3 provides more details about elements the of the metamodel.
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In order to formally define a PPINOT performance model, we first need to
formalise the concept of Condition, which is the link between the performance
model and the other elements of the business process.

Definition 1 (Condition). Let bp be a business process, A be a not empty set
of activities for bp, SA be a set of activity states of A, D be a finite set of data
objects for the bp, SD be a finite set of data object states of D, AD be a non-
empty set of data object attributes of D, E be a non-empty set of events for the
bp, SE be a set of event states of E. Cbp = A× SA ∪D × SD ∪ E × SE is the set
of all possible Conditions that can be defined over bp.

For example, a condition C = (D1.1, active) represents the moment when
activity D1.1 becomes active in a given running instance.

Now, a PPINOT performance model can be defined as follows.

Definition 2 (PPINOT Performance Model).
Let bp be a business process, Cbp be the set of all possible conditions defined

over bp, S be the set of scopes that can be defined for a PPI, T be the set of
targets that can be defined for a PPI, HR be the set of human resources that
can be related to the PPI, Fagg = {MIN,MAX,AV G, SUM, . . .} be a set of
aggregation functions. A performance model PM over S, T , HR, Cbp and Fagg

is a tuple PM = (P,M,LP , LM ), where:

• P is the set of process performance indicators of a bp;
• M = BM ∪AggM ∪DerM is a set of measure definitions, where:
◦ BM = TimeM∪CountM∪StateM∪DataM is a finite set of base measures,

where: TimeM , CountM , StateM , DataM , are the set of time, count, state
condition and data measures defined by PM , respectively.

◦ AggM is the set of aggregated measures defined by PM ;
◦ DerM is the set of derived measures defined by PM ;
• LP = sco ∪ tar ∪ res ∪ inf ∪mes is the set of links between a PPI p ∈ P and

its attributes, where:
◦ sco ⊆ P × S is the set of scope links assigned to each PPI;
◦ tar ⊆ P × T is the set of target links assigned to each PPI;
◦ res ⊆ P × HR is the set of human resource links to indicate the person

responsible of the PPI;
◦ inf ⊆ P × HR is the set of human resource links to indicate the people

informed about the PPI;
◦ mes ⊆ P ×M is the set of links with the measure that defines each PPI;
• LM = cond ∪ data ∪ agg ∪ cyclic ∪ uses ∪ derfun is the set of links between

measure definitions and its attributes, where:

◦ cond = from ∪ to ∪ when ∪ meets is a set of links among measures and
conditions, where:
� from ⊆ TimeM × C is the set of links to time conditions, from;
� to ⊆ TimeM × C is the set of links to time conditions of to type;
� when ⊆ CountM × C is the set of links to time condition, when;
� meets ⊆ StateM × C is the set of links to state conditions, meets;
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◦ data ⊆ DataM ×D × SD ×AD is the set of links to data conditions;
◦ cyclic ⊆ TimeM ×Fagg;
◦ agg ⊆ AggM × (BM ∪DerM)× Fagg is the set of functions to measure a

set of process instances when an aggregated measure is used;
◦ uses ⊆ DerM ×M × N is the set of links between a derived measure and

the set of measures involved with it;
◦ derfun ⊆ DerM × F is the set of links between derived measures and its

functions, where: F is the set of all possible functions that could be resolved
using derived measures;

Given a connector link lm ∈ LM , ΠM (lm) represents the measure involved in
lm and typeM (lm) ∈ TM , where TM ∈ {from, to, when,meets, cyclic, data, agg,
uses, derfun} represents the type of the link. For instance, let lm = (m1, c1) ∈
from, ΠM (lm) = m1 and typeM (lm) = from.

Similarly, given a connector link lp ∈ LP , ΠP (lp) represents the PPI where
the attribute has been assigned and typeP (lp) ∈ TP ∈ {sco, tar, res, inf,mes}
represents the type of the link. We also define LP [p, t] as the subset of LP whose
PPI is p and whose type is t, i.e., LP [p, t] = {lp ∈ LP |ΠP (lp) = p∧ typeP (lp) =
t}. Likewise, LM [m, t] is the subset of LM whose measure definition is m and
type is t, i.e., LM [m, t] = {lm ∈ LM |ΠM (lm) = m ∧ typeM (lm) = t}.

We can now define a syntactically correct PPINOT performance model PM .
This is based on the metamodel specification introduced in [12] and displayed
in Fig. 2. We mainly specify restrictions about relationships of measuring ele-
ments and define link constraints between PPIs and its attributes and between
measures and its connectors.

Definition 3 (Syntactically correct PPINOT performance model). Let
PM = (P,M,LP , LM ) be a performance model, PM is syntactically correct if
it fulfills the following requirements:

(1) There is at least one PPI p in the performance model |P | > 0.
(2) Each PPI attribute can only have exactly one single value linked to the PPI,

except for the informed attribute. ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ TP \ {inf}(|LP [p, t]| = 1)
(3) Measures have at most one link for each possible type of link in LM except

for uses: ∀m ∈M, t ∈ TM \ {uses}(|LM [m, t]| ≤ 1)
(4) Depending on its type, measures have at least one element of their links:
• ∀tm ∈ TimeM(∃(tm, ci) ∈ from ∧ ∃(tm, cj) ∈ to)
• ∀cm ∈ CountM(∃(cm, c) ∈ when)
• ∀sm ∈ StateM(∃(sm, c) ∈ meets)
• ∀dm ∈ DataM(∃(dm, d, s, a) ∈ data)
• ∀am ∈ AggM(∃(am,m) ∈ agg)
• ∀dm ∈ DerM(∃(dm, f) ∈ derfun)
• ∀dm ∈ DerM(∃(d,m, x) ∈ uses)

(5) A derived measure cannot be related to more than one measure with the same
identifier: ∀(d,mi, x) ∈ uses ¬∃(d,mj , y) ∈ uses (x = y ∧mi 6= mj)
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(6) The identifiers used for a derived measure should be sequential, which is
ensured if the highest identifier is equal to the number of uses links for such
derived measure: ∀(dm,mi, x) ∈ uses(x ≤ |LM [dm, uses]|).

(7) For all (d, f) ∈ derfun, f ∈ F must be a function defined over the Cartesian
product of the set of all possible values of the set of measures linked to d
({m ∈M | (d,m, x) ∈ uses}), ordered according to x

6.2 Extending the PPINOT Metamodel

The PPINOT performance model cannot model the variability identified in Sec-
tion 4. To solve it, we introduce a variable performance model as an extension
of a PPINOT performance model PM where PPIs, measures and connectors
for linking measuring elements with bp elements or amongst them vary depend-
ing on the process variant to which they are applied. However, we need first to
formally define what we understand as a process family and process variant.

Definition 4 (Process family). A process family PF = {bp1, . . . , bpn} is a set
of business processes that share some common elements. Each bpi ∈ PF is called
a process variant.

This definition do not intend to be complete, but it just focuses on the
elements that are relevant for variable performance models.

With this definition of process family, a variable performance model can be
defined as follows.

Definition 5 (Variable performance model). Let PF = {bp1, . . . , bpn} be a
process family, PF = P(PF ) \ ∅ be the power set of PF without the empty set,
and CPF = Cbp1

∪ . . . ∪ Cbpn
be the set of possible conditions defined over any

process in the process family, a variable performance model is a tuple PMV =
(P,M,LP , LM , P

V , LV
P , L

V
M ), where:

• P,M,LP , LM refer to elements of a performance model defined over CPF .
• PV : P → PF defines the process variants to which each PPI applies.
• LV

P : LP → PF defines the process variants to which each link between a PPI
and its attributes applies.
• LV

M : LM → PF defines the process variants to which each link between
measures or between a measure and a process element applies.

Functions PV , LV
P and LV

M introduce the modelling of the variability dimen-
sions described in Section 4 as follows:

• PV allows expressing Dim-1 by providing a mechanism to specify which are
the process variants to which a PPI applies.
• LV

P allows expressing Dim-2 by providing a mechanism to specify which are
the process variants to which the alternative attributes for a PPI apply. This
includes target, scope, human resources and measure definition, which are the
links included in LP
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• LV
M allows expressing Dim-2.M1 and Dim-2.M2 by providing a mechanism

to specify which are the process variants to which the links between measure
definitions and process elements (Dim-2.M1) or to which a certain structure
of a measure definition (Dim-2.M2) apply. The former includes cond and
data links, whereas the latter includes cyclic, agg, uses and derfun links.

Note that these variability functions can also be defined intensionally, i.e.,
by defining properties that all process variants to which a certain model element
apply must fulfill (e.g., the presence of a certain activity in the variant).

A function that represents the process variants to which each measure applies
(MV ) is not necessary because it can be derived from the variability functions
of the PPIs (LV

P ) and measures (LV
M ) linked to it as follows:

MV (m) =
⋃

(pi,m)∈mes

LV
P (pi,m)∪

⋃
(mi,m)∈agg

LV
M (mi,m)∪

⋃
(di,m,x)∈uses

LV
M (di,m, x)

Based on these definitions, the concept of a syntactically correct variable
performance model can be defined. In short, a syntactically correct variable
performance model adds the necessary requirements to PMV that ensure that
each process variant has a syntactically correct performance model.

Definition 6 (Syntactically correct variable performance model). Let
PF be a process family, PF = P(PF ) \ ∅ the power set of PF , CPF = Cbp1 ∪
. . .∪Cbpn

be the set of possible conditions defined over any process in the process
family, PMV = (P,M,LP , LM , P

V , LV
P , L

V
M ) is syntactically correct if it fulfills

the following requirements:

(1) There is at least one PPI for each process variant: ∀bpi ∈ PF (∃pi ∈ P (bpi ∈
PV (pi))

(2) Each PPI attribute can only have exactly one single value linked to a PPI
p in each variant in which the PPI applies PV (p), except for the informed
attribute: ∀p ∈ P, t ∈ TP \ {inf}(

⋃
lp∈LP [p,t] L

V
P (lp) = PV (p) ∧ ∀lpi, lpj ∈

LP [p, t](lpi 6= lpj ⇒ LV
P (lpi) ∩ LV

P (lpj) = ∅)
(3) Measures have at most one link for each possible type of link in LM except for

uses in each variant: ∀m ∈M, t ∈ TM \ {uses}(∀lmi, lmj ∈ LM [m, t](lmi 6=
lmj ⇒ LV

M (lmi) ∩ LV
M (lmj) = ∅))

(4) Depending on its type, measures require at least one element of their links
in each variant:

• ∀tm ∈ TimeM(
⋃

lm∈LM [tm,from] L
V
M (lm) = MV (m) ∧

⋃
lm∈LM [tm,to]

LV
M (lm) = MV (m))

• ∀cm ∈ CountM(
⋃

lm∈LM [cm,when] L
V
M (lm) = MV (m))

• ∀sm ∈ StateM(
⋃

lm∈LM [sm,meets] L
V
M (lm) = MV (m))

• ∀dm ∈ DataM(
⋃

lm∈LM [dm,data] L
V
M (lm) = MV (m))

• ∀am ∈ AggM(
⋃

lm∈LM [am,agg] L
V
M (lm) = MV (m))

• ∀dm ∈ DerM(
⋃

lm∈LM [dm,derfun] L
V
M (lm) = MV (m))

• ∀dm ∈ DerM(
⋃

lm∈LM [dm,uses] L
V
M (lm) = MV (m))
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(5) Measures must not be applied to variants that do not contain the elements
of the process they are linked to: ∀(m, c) ∈ cond(∀bpi ∈ LV

M (m, c)(c ∈ Cbpi
))

and ∀(m, d, s, a) ∈ data(∀bpi ∈ LV
M (m, d, s, a)((d, s) ∈ Cbpi

))
(6) A derived measure cannot be related in each variant to more than one mea-

sure with the same identifier, which means that if they have the same iden-
tifier, the intersection of their variants must be empty: ∀(d,mi, x) ∈ uses
¬∃(d,mj , y) ∈ uses (x = y ∧mi 6= mj ∧ LV

M (d,mi, x) ∩ LV
M (d,mj , y) 6= ∅)

(7) The identifiers used for a derived measure in each variant must be sequential:
∀(d,mi, x) ∈ uses(∀bpi ∈ LV

M (d,mi, x)(x ≤ |{u ∈ LM [d, uses] |LV
M (u) =

bpi}|).
(8) For all (d, fn) ∈ derfun, fn ∈ F must be a function defined over the Carte-

sian product of the set of all possible values of the set of measures linked
to d that apply for each variant bpi to which (d, fn) applies ({m ∈ M |
(d,m, x) ∈ uses ∧ bpi ∈ LV

M (d,m, x)}), ordered according to x.

Finally, using these definitions, it is easy to obtain a performance model
PMi = (Pi,Mi, LPi

, LMi
) for a specific process variant bpi. For Pi, LPi

and
LMi

, it just includes the elements of the variable performance model that apply
to the process variant at hand. For Mi, it includes the measures that are used
in the links of LMi . This can be formalised as follows.

Definition 7 (Performance model of a process variant). Let PF = {bp1,
. . . , bpn} be a process family, and PMV = (P,M,LP , LM , P

V , LV
P , L

V
M ) be a

variable performance model of PF , the performance model of a variant bpi of
the process family is a tuple PMi = (Pi,Mi, LPi , LMi), where:

• Pi = {p ∈ P | bpi ∈ PV (p)}
• LPi = {lp ∈ LP | bpi ∈ LV

P (lp)}
• LMi = {lm ∈ LM | bpi ∈ LV

M (lm)}
• Mi = {m ∈M | ∃lm ∈ LMi

(ΠM (lm) = m)}

A measure that varies for three PVs was modeled using the formal definition
of PPINOT and we have also modeled three PVs of the Deliver process to
graphically represent the dimensions of change (see http://www.isa.us.es/

ppinot/variability-bpm2016/). To represent the elements of the metamodel
in a visual way, we have used an extension of the graphical notation of PPINOT
to specify the variants of each PPI together with a C-EPC model of the PVs.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

From this paper, we can conclude that the performance perspective of BPs is
subject to variation like other perspectives and, as such, it is convenient to
develop models and tools that manage this variability, favor reuse and reduce
design and maintenance time.

This conclusion is the result of an analysis of several BPV cases and different
models to represent PPIs that have allowed us to identify two dimensions of
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change in the definition of PPIs and another two dimensions of change in the
definition of measure definitions. Some of these dimensions (Dim-2.M1) are
related to variations in other perspectives like control-flow, but other dimensions
show that PPIs can also be subject of their own variations regardless of the other
perspectives such as changes in the target value of the PPI. Furthermore, the
cases that we have analyzed show that the variability of PPIs is quite common,
affecting almost half of the PPIs defined in each case.

In addition, based on this analysis, we provide a model to extend the mod-
elling of BPV to the performance perspective of BPs. To this end, we extend
the PPINOT metamodel with the concept of variable performance model and
formalize the requirements of a syntactically correct variable performance model
that ensures that each PV has a syntactically correct performance model.

Our formal extension of the PPINOT metamodel is a first step to develop
techniques and tools that facilitate the design and analysis of variability in PPIs,
to ensure their correct definition and to reduce errors in the performance mea-
surement.

As a direction for future work, we want to describe in detail and assess the
graphical notation for the modelling of PPIs taking into account the BPV and
all the PPI variability cases detected. To do this, we also need to develop tools
that meet definitions and restrictions defined for PPI variability, and that will
facilitate their complete managing until evaluation phase.
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